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Bulletin of the National Museum of Japanese History Vol.211
Collaborative Research: Real Image of the World of Wa in East Asia
Contents:
UENO Yoshifumi Overview of the Collaborative Research
Part Ⅰ
KISHIMOTO Naofumi Points to Be Examined to Elucidate the Royal Regime 
 of Wa and the History of the Wa State  
NIIRO Izumi Construction Design of the Keyhole-shaped Burial Mounds 
 and the Process of Increase in their Size
UENO Yoshifumi Distribution and Possession of Mirrors in the Kofun Period 
Part Ⅱ
INOUE Naoki Chinese Title of General and Baekje Titles of King, Marquis,   
and Governor：Beakje’s Regime Structure and East Asia 
 in the Late Fifth Century
YAMAMOTO Takafumi Development of Baekje Burial Practices and Dynamics 
 of the Baekje Dynasty
TAKAKU Kenji Burial Process of Wooden-chambered Cairns in Silla：
 Focusing on Hwangnamdaechong Tomb
NITO Atsushi Basic Consideration of the Empress Zingu Period Diplomatic Article
 
Part Ⅲ 
BAN Yasushi Powerful Regional Clans Forming the Mainstay of the Yamato Polity：
Expansion of Influence of the O¯yamato Tumulus Clan
MATSUGI Takehiko Regional Structure of the Yamato Polity：An Analysis Focusing 
 on Small Mounded Tombs and Settlements
WAKASA Toru Staged Development of Regional Governance in the Eastern Provinces 
 in the Kofun Period：Focusing on Kamitsukeno Province
SUGII Takeshi An Analysis of the Rise and Decline of Late Yayoi Settlements 
 as Factors behind the Emergence of Clusters of Prominent Chiefs’ Tombs 


























HASHIMOTO Tatsuya Tumuli and Southern Islands Society：The Actual Status   
of the Southern Frontier Area, Inter-regional Interactions,
 and the Formation of Ethnic group in the Kofun Period
FUJISAWA Atsushi Distribution of Archaeological Cultures in the Hokkaido and To¯hoku 
Regions in the Late Yayoi and Kofun Periods
TAKATA Kanta An Analysis of the Background of Japanese-style Tombs Built



















































3.4  「論文」には，800 字以内の日本語要旨及び 400 語程度の英語要旨並びに 5 項目以内のキーワードを付ける。
3.5  原稿の分量は，区分を問わず刷り上がりが 40 頁（写真，図版，表及び論文要旨等を含む）以内を目安とする。
なお，1 頁の文字数は 1,700 字を目安とする。
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